
As industry experts with extensive 
automotive engineering backgrounds,  
we’re passionate about providing 
robust solutions that are grounded in 
expertise. We rise above the industry 
standard and go well beyond the 
sale. Through extensive insight, our 
depth and breadth of resources and 
outrageous level of service, we’re driven 
to find the best solutions for you.

� Customized industry insight from 
Automotive Business Development 
Manager, Jason Merkle

� Multi-sourcing capabilities  
with OEM approved products  
and access to specialty and 
engineered products. Double-  
and triple-sourced material  
options that meet specifications 

� Extraordinary support and 
renowned service including  
same-day shipping and 
2-hour call backs

In the automotive market, 
meeting future goals starts 
with decisions made today. 
Weighing out factors that can 
heavily impact performance and 
efficiencies is dependent on 
insight from a trusted partner. 
We’re proud to strengthen our 
technical service support with 
the addition of a dedicated 
on-staff expert to serve our 
automotive customers. 

Real insight from 
real automotive experts

https://chaseplastics.com/


As industry standards evolve,  
we challenge ourselves to raise  
the bar even higher. 

By having first-hand knowledge 
of material characteristics, 
manufacturability and performance 
of existing products —and even resin 
in the development stages—we’re 
committed to doing more than helping 
you meet mandates and standards,  
we aim to exceed your goals. 

� Material data and performance 
assessment —including variables 
such as heat dissipation, strength, 
flexibility, noise/vibration and 
structural integrity —to help  
you determine the best solution 
up front 
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From resin 
to reality

Driving your success
We have a thorough understanding 
of your needs – even long after 
your product evolves in the 
production cycle. You can depend 
on us to continuously guide 
you through material selection, 
provide problem solving expertise 
and supply chain 
management 
efficiency.

� M.S., Plastics Engineering, 
University of Massachusetts-
Lowell 

� B.S., Plastics Engineering 
Technology, Ferris State 
University

Contact Jason to learn more about 
the value of a Chase partnership

jmerkle@chaseplastics.com
Direct: 248.620.7789
Mobile: 248.494.6117

Jason Merkle
Automotive Business 
Development Manager

� Access to a line of more  
than 18,000 engineering, 
specialty and commodity 
thermoplastics 

� Customized solutions geared 
around achieving your goals

- Lightweighting

- Emissions

- Sustainable materials

- Safety initiatives 
- Cost savings 

� Global sourcing and 
distribution through facilities  
in U.S., Canada and Mexico 

� ISO 9002-, QS 9000-,  
TS 16949- and A2LA-certified 
supplier testing facilities

�	ISO 9001:2015 certified
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